
 

  

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Friction stir welding is a modern process that is used commercially 

on a large scale in various industries and in many countries to connect 

materials together without reaching the melting point of the metal during 

the welding process, so it is called the solid-state welding process. 

In this research, a three-dimensional mathematical model was 

designed for friction stir welding of aluminum alloys )AA7075-

T6&AA2024-O) with dimensions (100 ×100×5 mm), using (ANSYS 15.0) 

program to compare the results of temperature distribution with distance 

from the welding center to the end of the welded piece, as well as the 

temperature distribution from the beginning of the welding process to its 

end, using different rotational speeds (900,1050,1200 rpm) and different  

travel  speeds (20,40,60,100 mm/min). In the beginning, the rotational 

speed was fixed and the travel speed was set variable, and then the linear 

speed was fixed and the rotational speed was changed. 

The results showed that when the rotational speed increases, the 

temperatures increase with constant travel speed, and the temperatures 

decrease when the travel speed increases, and  keep away from the welding 

center. The highest temperature was recorded in the welding center (472oC) 

at a rotational speed of welding tool (1200 rpm) and a constant travel speed 

(20mm/min). The lowest temperature in the welding center was recorded 

at a rotational speed (900 rpm) and a constant travel speed (60 mm/min) 

and the temperature distribution of both alloys was similar due to the 

similarity of some properties of the alloys, from the Curve Expert program, 

two equations were derived to predict temperatures from the weld center to 

the edges of the two alloys, i.e., the relationship between temperature and 

the distance from the weld center. Also, another equation was derived to 

predict the temperatures in the welding center from the beginning of the 

welding to its end, i.e. the relationship between the temperature and the 

 



 

  

 

time spent in the welding process. The highest temperature in the curve 

shape change region was obtained in the twenty-second from the beginning 

of the welding process at a rotational speed (1200 rpm) and a constant 

travel speed (40mm/min).  

After that, a practical application of friction stir welding of 

aluminum alloys (AA2024-O, AA7075-T6) using a milling machine. The 

dimensions of each model were (100×100×6 mm). Conical serrated rivet 

welding tool was used for welding prosses, the shoulder diameter was (18 

mm) and its height was (90 mm), the length of the conical serrated head 

was (5.9 mm), its upper diameter (4.5 mm) and its lower diameter (5.5 

mm) from the shoulder side. To show the distribution of temperatures on 

the alloys during the welding process, a laser device was used in different 

places to measure temperatures on the surface of the two alloys. 

The experimental results showed that the increase in the rotational 

speed of the welding tool leads to an increase in the temperatures on the 

surfaces of the models that were welded by the friction stir  welding 

method, especially in the center of the welding process. The results also 

showed a decrease in temperatures when increasing the travel speed; the 

theoretical and practical results are in agreement . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




